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NEW QUESTION: 1
Engineer install OceanStro 9000 equipment to a customer unit (total 5 OceanStor 9000 C Node,
front and rear ends are 10GE TOE networking, on-site install TOE card), the device has
completed the putaway, the next will connect the signal lines, power lines, and software test
due to the tight schedule, hardware installation process has the following phenomena, do you
think which of the following description for these phenomena is correct? (Multiple choice)
A. the signal cable of tag "NODE01 A0-0" plugged in the Ethernet port position is A0-1, the
signal cable of tag "NODE01 B3-1" plugged in the Ethernet port position is B3-0, due to the
same network card two network port equivalent, can insert line dislocation, can't be adjusted.
B. In order to be able to manage each Node separately, all Node must access the NIC0 port
management network.
C. CE6350 switch connect the two stacked copper, one of failure need late replacement,
because they do not affect the network interworking, you can start with the basic software
measurement
D. TOE network card inserted in the 5 equipment all have A0, B1 and A0, B3 two ways, because
is inserted on the PCIe slots, will not affect the deployment of the system also not affect the
network bandwidth, so can't adjust.
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Was ist in Bezug auf die Datei ~ / .forward wahr?
A. Da es dem MTA gehört und vom Benutzer nicht beschrieben werden kann, muss es mit dem
Befehl editaliases bearbeitet werden.
B. Nach der Bearbeitung von ~ / .forward muss der Benutzer neue Aliases ausführen, um den
Mailserver auf die Änderungen aufmerksam zu machen.
C. Mit ~ / .forward kann root eine beliebige E-Mail-Adresse konfigurieren, während alle anderen
Benutzer nur ihre eigenen Adressen konfigurieren können.
D. Bei korrekter Konfiguration kann mit ~ / .forward jede eingehende Mail an mehr als einen
anderen Empfänger weitergeleitet werden.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Erläuterung
Abschnitt: Grundlegende Systemdienste

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario: A Citrix Architect is designing hardware requirements for a small production XenApp
and XenDesktop environment.
Requirements:
Access to the environment hosted in a single datacenter
Ability to perform maintenance on the environment without requiring an outage
Which hardware requirement does the architect need to include for hypervisor hosts in order to
meet the customer's needs?
A. Separate hypervisor cluster/pool in an alternate datacenter
B. N+1 hypervisor hosts in a single cluster/pool
C. Separate hypervisor clusters/pools in the same datacenter
D. Multiple individual hypervisor hosts in the same datacenter
Answer: C
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